WALL BEDS
Valet Custom Cabinets & Closets will create a custom‐designed wall bed system just for
you. Select from our large variety of attractive finishes and decorative door fronts to
achieve a style and look that both meets your budget and complements your home. One
of our experienced Designers will also be glad to assist you in a design for optional
cabinetry that can incorporate everything from bookcases and wardrobe space to a
built‐in home office.
FACTS AND FEATURES
EXTREMELY EASY TO USE: The tested counterbalancing design of our bed mechanism
allows our wall bed to easily and safely open and close with the simple pull of a finger.
This critical feature is accomplished with the utilization of a patented bed frame, which
provides superior strength with minimal weight.
DURABLE AND SAFE: The Valet Custom Cabinets & Closet’s wall bed system is
engineered to ISO 9002 standards, which means you will be purchasing a bed that has
passed the most demanding of engineering standards; a bed system that, because of the
ISO 9002 rating, can be marketed around the world. Our bed is rated for up to 1200 lbs.
and specifically designed to be used on a daily basis without needing constant
maintenance and adjustments. Fitted with tempered steel springs, our bed mechanism
is qualified to perform flawlessly for as long as you own it.
COMFORTABLE HEIGHT: Many wall beds are only 18” above the floor when opened.
The Valet Custom Cabinets & Closets wall bed, with our exclusive extended legs, rests
very close to a standard bed height at 21” above the floor or higher depending upon the
mattress selection. The added height of our bed makes it much easier to get in and out
of, especially for senior citizens.
MATTRESS COMPATIBILITY: Unlike most European wood‐slat support systems that
require specialty lightweight foam mattresses, our platform‐type foundation will
support any top quality brand mattress up to 11” in height. With our bed we offer a
high quality spring‐coil mattress with an advanced foam encased design in both Firm
and Plush styles. This is also a worry‐free mattress that never needs turning and has a
$650 retail value on a Queen-sized mattress.

RANGE OF SIZES AND FUNCTION: Our wall beds are available in twin, full, and queen
sizes in both vertical and side tilt orientations. King size beds are also available, but only
in vertical-tilt orientation. All vertical‐tilt beds except Kings are available with our
exclusive wall bed table.

WALL BED DIMENSIONS
VERTICAL TILT WALL BEDS
Size
Single/Twin
Double/Full
Queen

King

Width
44.50"
59.50"
65.50"

Height
82.50"
82.50"
87.75"

Depth
17.75" or 23.75"
17.75" or 23.75"
17.75" or 23.75"

83.50”

87.75”

17.75” or 23.75”

Protrusion into Room
87.00" or 93.00"
87.00" or 93.00"
92.00" or 98.00"
92.00” or 98.00”

SIDE TILT WALL BEDS
Size
Single/Twin
Double/Full
Queen

Width
80.00"
80.00"
85.00"

Height
49.50"
64.50"
70.50"

Depth
17.75" or 23.75"
17.75" or 23.75"
17.75" or 23.75"

Protrusion into Room
52.00" or 58.00"
67.00" or 73.00"
73.00" or 79.00"
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